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High-Resolution Incoherent Imaging of Crystals
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(Received 28 September 1989)

A Bloch-wave analysis shows how a signal dependent on the electron intensity at the atom sites can be
used to form an incoherent image of a crystal structure. To a good approximation the image is given by
a convolution of a compositionally sensitive object function with an appropriate resolution function, and
as such can be predicted and interpreted intuitively. Information on a scale below the resolution limit
can be interpreted by deconvolution.

PACS numbers: 61.16.Di, 07.80.+x
The imaging of a crystal lattice by high-resolution

transmission or scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (STEM) has, to date, been based entirely on
coherent-imaging techniques, in which bright-field or
dark-field lattice images are obtained through the in-

terference of diffracted beams. ' In such phase-con-
trast images, the resolution and contrast are intrinsically
linked and contrast reversals may occur with sample
thickness or objective-lens defocus. More subtle interfer-
ence eff'ects can occur at defects and interfaces making
accurate image simulation essential. In the STEM case,
phase-contrast images result from interference between
overlapping Bragg disks reaching the detector. ' At in-

creasing scattering angles, the coherent scattering is pro-
gressively replaced by thermal diffuse scattering. Both
the coherent and incoherent high-angle scattering is gen-
erated kinematically, even when the low-order diffraction
is strongly dynamical, so that images formed from this
may show only a weak thickness dependence. It is also
more chemically sensitive since the scattering factors ap-
proach those for unscreened nuclear scattering. In this

paper we show how it is possible to obtain a high-
resolution image showing characteristics very close to
those expected for an ideal incoherent image. To a good
approximation, the image is given by a convolution of a
resolution function with a simple object function. Such
Z-contrast images are therefore unambiguous and can be
predicted and interpreted intuitively, or calculated by
straightforward convolution.

These characteristics are obtained using the high-
angle annular detector proposed by Howie. Here we
consider only the thermal-diffuse component, assuming
that the inner detector angle is sufticiently high that
there is negligible contribution from the coherent scatter-
ing. The large scattering angle (small impact parame-
ter) ensures that coherence between atomic columns is

effectively destroyed by thermal vibrations, and the wide
angular range ensures that coherent contributions from
atoms at different depths in the same column are washed
out. ' Therefore, the high-angle diffuse scattering is
generated by each atom in proportion to the electron in-

tensity close to its site. As it propagates to the annular

detector it may be coherently scattered by the crystal
giving rise to the well-known Kikuchi-like lines seen in

diffuse scattering. However, the large angular range of
the annular detector will also integrate over most of this
redistribution of the outgoing electrons, so that the
high-angle annular detector gives a signal proportional to
the integrated electron intensity at all atom sites, in a
manner entirely analogous to the detection of x-ray
Auorescence from crystals. " Clearly, in the limit of a
very thin crystal, where there is no dynamical diffraction
of the incident probe, an incoherent image will be
formed given by the convolution of the probe intensity
profile with an object function sharply peaked at the pro-
jected atomic sites. The width of the object function is
determined by the average thermal vibration amplitude
and impact parameter and, being typically less than 0.1

A, can be treated as a b function at currently available
resolutions. Its strength is dependent on the number of
species occupying the projected atomic sites and their
atomic number Z. What is remarkable is that experi-
mentally the incoherent character is retained even in

very thick crystals when strong dynamical diff'raction of
the incident beam occurs as it propagates through the
sample. '

How this occurs can be appreciated clearly using a
Bloch-wave description of the coherent incident probe
propagating through the crystal. The intensity at the
atom sites is given by an integration over all angles con-
tained in the incident probe. We choose a coordinate
system appropriate to zone-axis diffraction in which R is
a two-dimensional (2D) real-space vector perpendicular
to the zone-axis direction z and K defines the transverse
component of each electron wave vector g within the
incident-electron probe. For a crystal consisting of
atomic strings at positions R; in the projected unit cell,
the amplitude y at an atom site (R;,z) due to a probe lo-
cated at the surface (RO, O) is given by

y(R; —Ro, z) =+A"'(R; —Ro,z),
J

where the A are amplitude contributions from each
Bloch state r integrated over all the angles comprising
the incident probe;

(R Ro &) & (y) r J (R y )&i(s' '/2z)=& —P"'(K)z& '
o &rr(K)d~

probe (2)
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FIG. 2. Dispersion-surface section for Si[110. at 1t 100 kV

along [111];branches numbered in order of decreasing trans-

verse energy.
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FIG. 1. The first six Bloch states for Si[110] at 100 kV (ar-
bitrary contour intervals, phases denoted by + or —signs).

Here the r (R,K) are 2D bloch states of transverse
energy-band structure stj)(K) with excitation amplitude

(K) and absorption p (K). y(K) is the usual
transfer-function phase factor for spherical aberration
and defocus. For high-energy electrons the more local-
ized Bloch waves resemble 2D atomic or molecular
orbital-like states for axial illumination, ' and it is possi-
ble to assign an s- or p-type character to the states. Fig-
ure 1 shows the first six Bloch states for a 100-kV fast
electron in Si[110]. Branches (1) and (2) are bonding
and antibonding ls states, (3), (4), and (5) are combina-
tions of p states, and branch (6) is based on bonding 2s
states. Since we are concerned with the intensity at the
atom sites, clearly the s-type states will contribute more
than the p-type states. The effect of the coherent angu-
lar integration can be predicted from the dispersion sur-

face shown in Fig. 2. Nondispersive Bloch waves based
on ls-type orbitals will produce a significant A t~),

whereas the more dispersive contributions from less lo-
calized states will not add in phase. We would therefore
expect the 1s-type states to represent the dominant con-
tribution to the amplitude at the atom sites. Treating
the bonding and antibonding combinations of ls states as
a single effective branch (due to their small separation in

transverse energy) we write the image tntenstty in the
form

I(Ro t) =g I A " (R; —Rpz)dzp, f
l

+AC(R; —Ro, t) cr;, (3)

where h, C represents the dependent and independent con-
tributions due to all other states and t is the sample
thickness. In our case cr; is a partial cross section for

high-angle scattering into the annular detector w ic can
be obtained simply from atomic cross sections. With an

appropriate cross section, Eq. (3) would also describe an

x-ray fluorescence signal arising from a localized excita-
tion. Figure 3 shows line traces of the image intensity in

Si[110] calculated using all terms in Eq. (4), and from
the first term alone. Clearly the 1 s states are responsible
for practically all of the image contrast, most of the con-
tribution arising from the h, C term appearing as a uni-
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FIG. 3. Calculated line traces (normalized to cross section)
from channel to channel along [001] for Si[110] using the full

calculation (squares), the ls states only (circles), and the
eff'ective surface-probe approximation (solid line). The crystal

is (a) 100 kVthickness is 20 nm, and the accelerating voltage is a 1

and (b) 300 kV. Atom sites, separated by a/4 (a is the lattice
parameter), are represented by x on the displacement scale
(R.f. 14).
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form background. This first term can show no contrast
reversals with defocus or sample thickness;' singling out
such a component is the key to the realization of in-
coherent imaging and contrasts strongly to the situation
with conventional high-resolution imaging in which a11

states, including those peaking between the atom sites,
contribute to the image. ' Figure 4 shows the calculated
thickness dependence of the image intensity indicating
good agreement with the s-state prediction at all
thicknesses. Also shown are experimental measurements
of the image intensity from the strings, scaled to match
the calculated curve in the thickness range 20-30 nm,
but agreeing well at all thicknesses. '

Since the 1s states are quite tightly bound to the
atomic strings, they are relatively independent of the
incident-beam direction and can be taken outside the an-

gular integration in Eq. (2), giving in a tight-binding
limit

I/a
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FIG. 4. Thickness dependence of the normalized image in-

tensity calculated using the full expression (solid lines) and the
ls states only (dotted lines), for a probe located over a
dumbbell (upper curves, also showing experimental points),
and for a probe located over a channel (lower curves).

(is) f

I(Ro, t) =err; e " (0) (, )
r " (R;,0)P' (R; —Ro)+AC(R; —Rn, t)

where

P~&(R R )
1 &(~z)(g)eiK (R, —Ro& iy(K) dK(ts)( (s)

is an eff'ective incident-probe intensity profile taking ac-
count of the falloff' in s-state excitation at high angles of
incidence. The first term of Eq. (4) represents a convo-

lution of the eA'ective probe intensity profile with the
thickness-integrated s-state intensity at the atom sites.
It is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3 and approximates
very closely to the exact calculation of the first term
given by Eq. (3). These results show clearly how the im-

age contrast approximates very closely to that expected
for ideal incoherent imaging. The eff'ect of the damping
envelope is primarily to reduce the peak intensity from
that of the incident probe, while its width is practically
unaff'ected. For structures consisting of identical strings,
the form of the image contrast is therefore given very
closely by a convolution using the incident-probe intensi-

ty profile, and as such is intuitively predictable. At 300
kV the 0.138-nm separation of the two Si columns exact-
ly matches the Scherzer resolution limit for incoherent
imaging, given by 0.43C,'t A,

t (Ref. 1), and the predict-
ed contrast closely matches the Rayleigh definition of the
resolution limit. ' For structures consisting of two or
more strings of diA'erent strength the observed contrast is

dominated by the relevant string and therefore remains
intuitively predictable. These results show how Z-
contrast images may be calculated accurately by simple
convolution using axial Bloch states and the dispersion
surface, with vast savings in computer time.

Figure 5 sho~s experimental images obtained with a
VG Microscope's HB501 STEM operating at 100 kV us-

ing an ultrahigh-resolution pole piece of C, =1.3 mm,
with an incident-beam serniangle close to the optimum
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FIG. 5. Experimental Z-contrast images of (a) Si and (b)
InP with images simulated using the effective surface-probe
approximation shown in the inset.
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10.8 mrad and detector semiangles of 75-150 mrad. '

These agree very well with images simulated by convolu-
tion using the eff'ective surface-probe method (shown in

the inset). In Si, the two atomic columns comprising
each "dumbbell, " although not resolved, clearly result in

an elongated image. In InP, however, where each
dumbbell comprises one In column and one P column,
the image is dominated by the scattering from the In
column resulting in an array of almost circular bright
features, better separated than in the case of Si. This is

a clear indication of how information on a scale below
the resolution limit is still contained in the image in a
simple and predictable manner due to the incoherent na-
ture of the image.

The independence of the s states, together with the
chemical dependence arising primarily from the cross
sections o;, gives these images compositional sensitivity
on the atomic scale. In Si, the surface-probe calculations
indicate that with the probe located centrally over one
dumbbell 83% of the image intensity comes from that
one dumbbell. The full calculation gives a value of 82%.
Since the tightly bound ls states are quite insensitive to
states on neighboring strings, we expect that images of
interfaces or superlattices could be predicted as simply as
those from the perfect crystal. Compared to phase-
contrast methods, the strong chemical sensitivity and
simple dependence on defocus and sample thickness
make these images very attractive for composition map-
ping at atomic resolution, and indeed for all high-
resolution imaging.

It is worth pointing out that the reciprocally equiv-
alent conventional imaging mode would be high-angle
hollow-cone illumination. Each atom could be con-
sidered an independent emitter and the image would

again be given by the coherent angular integration over
the objective aperture summed incoherently over all
atoms in the sample. ' However, this would be substan-
tially less efficient than the STEM mode, by about 2 or-
ders of magnitude for typical angles. Apart from possi-
ble beam-damage problems it seems unlikely that
present mechanical and electronic stabilities would allow
such an image to be achieved in practice.

The 300-kV STEM instruments currently under devel-
opment would provide Z-contrast images with a resolu-
tion around 0.13 nm, and a simply interpretable informa-
tion content to well below the I A level. The strong
compositional sensitivity and intuitively predictable im-

aging make this an attractive direction for high-
resolution electron microscopy in the future.
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